

This material is part of a collection that documents the harassment, discrimination, and retaliation 
perpetrated against Alaska's women research scientists by their supervisor, with full knowledge 
(and arguably, "tacit approval") of their federal employer, the USDA Agricultural Research Service (ARS)











Many of Alberto Pantoja's responses are demonstrably false, despite his sworn statement to the contrary. Equally onerous is that USDA ARS administrative personnel knew that he had perjured himself, but took no action. Dr. Pantoja was allowed to retain his supervisory position (with an annual salary over $150,000) until all the women research scientists in his unit either had quit or been removed. 










Bonnie Furman (ARS horticulturist in Palmer Alaska) said that she was told by Dr. Pantoja that she was the Lead Scientist for the Plant Germplasm project. Apparently, his staement to her was not true.




































Alberto Pantoja's response is false. Direct evidence had already proven that only men (never women) were appointed as "acting" supervisor in his absence, regardless of GS-level, length of time in the unit, or even probationary status. 








FALSE





FALSE





Since there were no witnesses to this conversation, Alberto Pantoja probably assumed that it was safe to lie about it. He "supported" his deception with an email I'd written, in which I'd suggested that we meet again under "calmer circumstances", (i.e. when "he" was more calm). He deliberately misinterpreted the email.











Every woman research scientist that he had ever supervised in the USDA Agricultural Research Service had filed an EEO complaint against him due to harassment and discrimination, (i.e. it's unlikely that his behavior would be considered "professional").
















USDA "fragmented" my original EEO complaint by selectively accepting for investigation only issues that would NOT constitute a valid legal claim of discrimination. Essential aspects of my original claim (such as Dr. Pantoja’s refusal to appoint women to serve as “acting supervisor”) had been removed. Although I immediately submitted a clarification of my EEO claims of discrimination and reprisal, the USDA  never amended their report with the corrected claims. The following questions are based on USDA's "non-claims".













RPES is a classification system that assigns salary levels to agency scientists. It is based on the Research Grade Evaluation Guide (RGEG), which contains no objective, measurable criteria for its decisions. Under this system, women are not recruited, promoted, and/or retained at the same rate as the men (i.e. it's a tool of discrimination).


















The RPES (promotion) system contains no objective, measurable criteria upon which to base it decisions. Under this system, women are not recruited, promoted, and/or retained at the same rate as men, (i.e. it's used as a tool of discrimination).
















The RPES (promotion) system contains no objective, measurable criteria upon which to base it decisions. Under this system, women are not recruited, promoted, and/or retained at the same rate as men          
                             (i.e. it's used as a tool of discrimination).














This bonus was paid to all new scientists in Alaska, not just to me.








The RPES (promotion) system contains no objective, measurable criteria upon which to base it decisions. Under this system, women are not recruited, promoted, and/or retained at the same rate as men          
                             (i.e. it's used as a tool of discrimination).





The RPES system also relies heavily on the "opinions" provided by a scientist's supervisor. Since my supervisor demonstrably discriminated against women scientists, (and my scientific rating, h-factor, was over twice as high as his), it's not difficult to predict that his unethical practices would extend to supervisory sabotage where my promotion was concerned.
















Alberto Pantoja's deposition is saturated with false or deceptive statements. He didn’t provide mentoring
for me. He not only didn’t provide a mentor until after I’d lost the
promotion but he actively prevented me from having one when Dr. McHugh was suggested as a mentor in 2006.


The RPES (promotion) system contains no objective, measurable criteria upon which to base it decisions. Under this system, women are not recruited, promoted, and/or retained at the same rate as men (i.e. it's used as a tool of discrimination).


















The other women research scientists who were being harassed by Dr. Pantoja had previously participated in conflict resolution meetings. They both described it as an agency-endorsed attack, which left them feeling violated and vulnerable. When a similar event was suggested for me, I refused to permit it, since ARS conflict resolution events had resolved nothing for the other women (and in fact, the women later suffered from increased, not decreased retaliatory acts by Dr. Pantoja.



























Dr. Lori Winton (a woman research scientist) had been assigned a mentor in 2006, presumably because her claims of harassment and discrimination against Dr. Pantoja prompted PWA to shield her from the unlawful (career-damaging) activities that she was being subjected to within Dr. Pantoja;s unit. 

















Serving as "acting" research leader in Dr. Pantoja's absence was a career-building activity that was reserved only for men from 2003 until 2008, (just a few months before this deposition was prepared).


























False











USDA "fragmented" my original EEO complaint by selectively accepting for investigation only issues that would NOT constitute a valid legal claim of discrimination. This question is an example of a USDA "non-claim". 



























These poorly-worded questions are based on USDA's self-generated "non-claims". Alberto Pantoja did, in fact, refuse to allow me to work on several of the collaborative research projects that I had set up. His actions served to damage my career, (and no legitimate reasons for hindering my research were ever provided).
















A male scientist was asked if his technician could serve the SHEM program, but he said no (so his technician was never offered the position). I was not accorded the same respect by Alberto Pantoja. Instead, he offered the appointment to my technician before consulting me. When she came to me about the offer, I was in a poor position to deny her the career-building opportunity.



















Demonstrably FALSE










(...which is why it is especially onerous that at least three of my collaborations were disallowed by Alberto Pantoja, even though he has no expertise in my field of research.)











Since Alberto Pantoja possessed no expertise in any field other than his own (entomology), his decisions to curtail research among the women (non-entomology) scientists, but not among the men, were blatantly discriminatory. His job was administrative (paperwork) and any questions about scientific merit of the women's projects should have been referred to a scientist in the appropriate field.













FALSE


FALSE








My attempts to seek out new stakeholders were consistently thwarted by Alberto Pantoja when he used his power to unfairly stop my research collaborations.  


My presentation contained all the required information and received many compliments, but I was verbally harassed by Dr. Pantoja anyway (as were all the women scientists that day) and none of his comments had to do with Stakeholders.
















FALSE





At least four participants that day have provided sworn depositions that Alberto Pantoja verbally harassed all the women (but not the men). In one instance, Dr. Pantoja's verbal abuse was so severe that two people had to intervene to bring Dr. Pantoja's behavior under control. 











Following my presentation, there were no questions that I could not answer (and none of Alberto Pantoja's questions dealt with stakeholders).

I've never been verbally harassed at a scientific meeting, so there was no justification for Dr. Pantoja's behavior.


FALSE
















FALSE






















Since there were no witnesses to this conversation, Alberto Pantoja probably assumed that it was safe to lie about it. He "supported" his deception by misinterpreting an email that I'd written, in which I'd expressd my hope that (he) would behave more calmly next time.



















